Conference and Meeting Rooms

Room Technology
  TV monitor
  Video conferencing

**Meeting Spaces do not have technology in the room.**
Conference Room: N210

- Capacity: 12
- Standard Floor Plan:
  - 1 rectangle table
  - 12 chairs

Room Technology
- TV monitor
- Video conferencing

*This room is labeled a classroom in the image but is a conference room.*
Meeting Room: N230O

- Capacity: 4
- Standard Floor Plan:
  - 1 rectangle table
  - 4 chairs
- Room Technology
  - No technology capabilities
Conference Room: N311

- **Capacity:** 16
- **Standard Floor Plan:**
  - 8 rectangle table
  - 16 chairs
- **Room Technology**
  - TV monitor
  - Video conferencing

*This room is labeled a classroom in the image but is a conference room.*
Conference Room: N316

- Capacity: 10
- Standard Floor Plan:
  - 1 rectangle table
  - 12 chairs
- Room Technology
  - TV monitor
  - Video conferencing
Conference Room: N324

- **Capacity:** 12
- **Standard Floor Plan:**
  - 1 rectangle table
  - 12 chairs
- **Room Technology**
  - TV monitor
  - Video conferencing

*This room is labeled a classroom in the image but is a conference room.*
Conference Room: N330

- **Capacity:** 16
- **Standard Floor Plan:**
  - 8 rectangle table
  - 16 chairs
- **Room Technology**
  - TV monitor
  - Video conferencing

*This room is labeled a classroom in the image but is a conference room.*
Conference Room: S405

• **Capacity:** 18
• **Standard Floor Plan:**
  • 8 rectangle table
  • 18 chairs
• **Room Technology**
  • Projector
  • Video conferencing

*This room is an example of the layout. A true rendition of the room is coming soon.
Conference Room: S411

- Capacity: 10
- Standard Floor Plan:
  - 1 rectangle table
  - 12 chairs
- Room Technology
  - TV monitor
  - Video conferencing
Conference Room: N530A

- Capacity: 8
- Standard Floor Plan:
  - 1 rectangle table
  - 8 chairs
- Room Technology
  - TV monitor
  - Video conferencing